
Schlecht gepresst

Mit dem Aufkommen
des elektrischen
Bügeleisens wurde die
Tätigkeit des Bügeins
zunehmend von Min-
destmaßen, ästheti-
schen wie ökonomi-
schen, bestimmt. Ein
Mindestmaß an An-
strengung wird darauf
verwendet, das Hemd
durch ein Mindest-
maß ebener Flächen
in eine zweidimensio-
nale repetitive Einheit
umzuformen, die ein
Mindestmaß an Raum
benötigt. Dieses Hemd
wird ein Mindestmaß
an Falten aufweisen,
wenn man es trägt,
vor allem in dem ex-
ponierten Bereich

zwischen den Auf-
schlägen des Jacketts.
Die Standardmethode,
ein Männerhemd zu
bügeln, bringt das
Hemd gewohnheits-
mäßig in eine flache,
rechteckige Form, die
gerade in rechtwinkli-
ge Speichersysteme
paßt - an der Stätte
seiner Herstellung
wird das fabrikgebü-
gelte Hemd in recht-
eckige Kartons ge-
stapelt und verpackt,
die als kubische Volu-
men auf Lastwagen
verladen und in Ein-
zelhandelsgeschäfte
befördert werden, wo
die rechteckige Form
des Hemdes in recht-
winkligen Schaukästen
hervorgehoben und
dann, nach seinem
Erwerb, zuhause in
Schrankfächern oder
Kommodenschubladen
und schließlich, wenn
man verreist, in Kof-
fern bewahrt wird. In
jedem Stadium ist das

Hemd dazu angehal-
ten, sich nach einem
unausgesprochenen
sozialen Kontrakt zu
richten.

Beim Tragen wird das
Residuum der recht-
winkligen Logik der
Effizienz auf der Kör-
peroberfläche regi-
striert. Die parallelen
Falten und scharfen,
quadratischen Ecken
eines sauberen, ge-
bügelten Hemdes sind
zu begehrten Emble-
men der Kultiviertheit
geworden. Aus dem
Abfallprodukt der
Effizienz ist ein neues
Objekt ihrer Begierde
geworden.

Was aber, wenn die
Tätigkeit des Bügeins
sich ganz und gar von
der Ästhetik der Effi-
zienz befreien würde?
Vielleicht könnten
die Auswirkungen des
Bügeins den post-
industriellen Körper
angemessener reprä-
sentieren, indem sie
das Bild des Funktio-
nalen gegen das des
Disfunktionalen ein-
tauschen.

Die Falte ist eine
nützliche Metapher
für den poststruk-
turalistischen Archi-
tekturdiskurs, weil
sie Ambivalenzen,
wie etwa Oberfläche
und Struktur, Figur
und Organisation,

verstärkt. Außerdem
impliziert die Falte
Umkehrbarkeit - wenn
etwas gefaltet werden
kann,kann es auch
entfaltet und neu
gefaltet werden.

Der Knick ist eine
zwingendere Meta-
pher, weil er einen
gewissen Widerstand
gegen Transformation
aufweist. Der Knick
hat ein länger zurück-
reichendes Gedächtnis
als die Falte, und er
hat als Einschreibung
repräsentativen Wert.
Der Knick ist schwerer
zu entfernen. Seine
Spuren bestimmen
ihre fortwährende
Bekräftigung - bis
eine neue Ordnung
eingeschrieben ist,
mit der Illusion von
Permanenz.

Elizabeth Diller und
Ricardo Scofidio

Übersetzung aus dem
Amerikanischen:
Almut Carstens



Bad Press

With the advent of
the electric iron, the
task of ironing became
progressively governed
by minimums, both
aesthetic and eeo-
nomic. A minimum
of effort is used to
reshape the shirt
through a minimum
of flat facets into a
two-dimensional,
repetitive unit which
will consume a mini-
mum of Space. This
shirt will exhibit a
minimum of creases
when worn, particu-
larly in the exposed
area between the

lapels of the jacket.
The standardized
ironing pattern of a
man's shirt habitually
returns the shirt to
a flat, rectangular
shape whieh fits eco-
notnically into orthog-
onal Systems of
storage - at the site
of manufacture, the
factory-pressed shirt
is stacked and packed
into rectangular car-
tons which are loaded
as cubic volume onto
trucks and transported
to retail space where
the shirt's rectangular
form is reinforced in
orthogonal display
cases and then. after
purchase, sustained
in the home on doset
shelves or in dresser
drawers, and finally,
on trips away from

home, in suitcases.
The shirt is disciplined
at every stage to con-
form to an unspoken
social contract.

When worn, the resi-
due of the orthogonal
logic of efficiency is
registered on the sur-
face of the body. The
parallel creases and
crisp, Square Corners
of a clean, pressed
shirt have beeome
sought after emblems
of refinement. The by-
product of efficiency
has become a new
object of its desire.

But what if the task
of ironing would free
itself from the

aesthetics of efficiency
altogether? Perhaps
the effects of ironing
could more aptly re-
present the postindus-
trial body by trading
the image of the func-
tional for that of the
dysfunctional.

The fold has been a
useful metaphor for
the discourse of post-
structuralist architec-
ture, because it con-
solidates ambiguities,
such as surface and
structure, figure and

organization. One of
the prime attributes
of the fold is that it is
non-representational.
The fold also implies
reversibility - if some-
thing can be folded, it
can be unfolded and
refolded.

The crease is a more
compelling metaphor
because it presents a
resistance to trans-
formation. The crease
has a longer memory
than the fold and it
has representational
value, in the nature
of an inscription. The
crease is harder to get
out. Its traces guide
their continual con-
firmation - until a
new order is inscribed,
with the illusion of
permanence.



Summary

InFormation
Folding in Architecture
Joachim Krausse in conversation with
Nikolaus Kuhnert and Angelika Schnell
p. 12

ARCH+: Architectural Design's Special issue
on Folding in Architecture' provoked a
strong interest in thefold among architccts.
For the last three years, magazines, sympo-
siums and students have been inundated
with architecture that is literally 'folded'.
This is unsettling, because atßrst glance, it
appears to be based on a trend instigated
primarily by American architects who, having
few ifany opportunities to build, are not
necessarily concerned with the social, ethical
or political aspects of the profession. This
common European prejudice against the
North American 'show(wo)men' should not,
however, obstruct one's view ofthefact that
the idea of folding has not been taken up
without reason. The debate is based largely
on Gilles Deleuze's book 'The Fold. Leibniz
and the Baroque.' The concept which
Deleuze develops does not present folding as
a mere formal construct. Even independent
of Deleuze, folding seems to be more a spa-
lial problem than a formal one, since it im-
plies a brvakdown of interior and exterior.
The interior is presented as exterior, and vice
versa.

Joachim Krausse: The real question is: What
relevance does the idea of the fold have
in architecture? It provides a model for
theories of metamorphosis and 'Bekleidung'
(Gottfried Semper). Folds are maneuverable
borders which separate an interior from the
extt'rior, yet also create an interior within
the exterior and an exterior within the in-
u-rior. Considered abstractly, it is only the
type of bend - concavc or convex - that
determines inside and outside, meaning the
gender of the space. In this unfixed State,
the fold provides a model for metamorpho-
sis. Transformation - even temporary trans-
formation - requires veils or costumes. For
example, the plastic covering used for prac-
tical reasons on buildings that are being re-
stored or renovated has a strong aesthetic
appeal which finished buildings lack. This
stems from the culturally deep-rooted motif
of metamorphosis which is unconsciously
signaled by the folds of clothing. The extra-
ordinary effect of Christo's Reichstag wrap-
ping derives from this: at the right moment,
he gave the aesthetic signal of a transform-
ation actually taking place.

Thefold refers to the theory of architecture
as a third skin - afier theßrst skin (imme-
diate) and the second skin (clothing)?

In contrast to the fold in clothing, the idea
of the fold in architecture is concerned not
only with the fall of the fold, but rather it
points towards the possibility of spatial for-
mation and transformation of (curved) sur-
face areas through movement. These move-
ments are a kind of energy supply, an input
which results in distortion. The distortion
has set stages and the stages, set properties.
The first distortion, due to energy supply, is
a kind of wave form. The second distortion,
the result of an even higher energy supply is

the crease, an interesting transitional stage.
The third is a break. Conceived as repeated
sequences of foldings, the fold as a border
takes on the character of an interim or tran-
sitional zone - a zone of overlapping and
Condensed information. This information de-
fines itself as a way or process of directional
changes. Once unfolded, this infomation is
preserved only if the folds are marked by
creases. Those creases turn the changing
continuum into a structure with discrete ele-
ments. This change from continuous to dis-
continuous is the most interesting moment -
it is described above as the second distor-
tion, the crease. It is here that something
essential becomes clear: the metamorphic
Potential of the fold. Because the fold is
more than sheer surface, it creates space and
provides information. There are two things
to consider at this point: the extemal influ-
ence (energy supply), and the behavior of a
System (dress, paper, tent, umbrella etc.)
which will distort in a set way. For example,
an umbrella has two states: closed, whereby
the fabrie is densly folded and made up of
discrete parts, and open, whereby the fabrie
is unfolded and appears as a continuum.
However, even when the umbrella is open,
the discrete parts are discernable in the form
of the frame, since the frame marks (informs)
the fabrie with the exaet spacing of the
creases. In other words, the character of the
fold is that it protects this infomation. Un-
folding means that the continuum is estab-
lished again, yet the information is still
preserved. The same is also true of a creased
piece of paper: the energy supply and spe-
eifie distances result in a certain static be-
havior, meaning, the piece of paper is in-
formed - it is stable. Because something un-
differentiated is transformed into something
differentiated, a folding truss is always the
carrier and Container of information. Further-
more, foldings in these stage are always
straight, Finite and discrete. A jump in the
continuum, which makes it possible to bring
something from a small scale into a larger
one, without changing the character of the
information. Once in the third stage it is no
longer possible to restore the continuum.

The transformations of the fold undermine
the classical oppositions - ßgure/ground,
inside/outside etc. - which still dominate
architecture. These transformations produce
ambiguous ways ofreading, because they
point towards the image of metamorphosis
and at the same time metamorphose them-
selves. They produce zones of superimposi-
tion. This would mean that the idea of fold-
ing is much more universal and does not
necessarily imply literal folding. Thefacades
of Herzog 8t de Meuron have such zones of
superimposition and cannot be described as
sharply demarcated borders. Light modula-
tion and jumps in scale produce dijferent
zones of pereeption which partly begin even
before the buiiding. They are information,
and have an abstract as well as a sensual
quality.

If the conventional Separation of informa-
tion from information carrier - represented
through classical oppositions - is abolished
or relativized, for instance with the fold,
then a transitional zone emerges which can
be described as a dissociated field between
visual information and information of other

kinds, for instance tactile information. That
often depends on the question of light-ab-
sorption or reflection. If you touch a wall,
you know where the border is. But this is
not necessarily true with visual pereeption.
Often patterns create an effect whereby they
seem to lie on another plane. That is es-
pecially true of translucent materials. Multiple
zones of visual pereeption emerge. When in-
terestingly handled, these zones produce a
kind of informational depth and the possibil-
ity of activating the surface beyond the given
form.

There are also examples of formal disjunetion
- often with baroque facades. For example, in
the Altstädter Ring in Prague there once
stood a huge medieval city hall which was
damaged during the war and later removed.
Today the space is empty. In the 18th Cen-
tury, a church was built about 10 meters
awayfrom the city hall,facing one ofits
sides (St. Niklas, Kilian Ignaz Dietzenhofer).
A very small alley divided the main view of
the church and side view of the city hall.
Originally, one could see thefacade of the
church frontally from a maximal distance of
10 meters or at an angle. Today thefacade
can be seen from the entire space where the
city hall once stood. This creates an interest-
ing effect. From a distance, almost the entire
length of the space. the facade appears rela-
tively boring andßat. A box-shaped, white
plastered buiiding with relief-like columns in
front of the facade and black stone sculp-
tures. Bul Coming closer to thefacade, it be-
gins to vibrate, becomes dynamic. The white
columns and the blackßgures contract into
complex conßgurations, because suddenly
only fragments, sections or 'assemblages' of
actually separate parts are perceptible. Stand-
ing directly in front ofit, thefacade is no
longer recognizable as a compositional whole.
In this case, the dijferent zones of informa-
tion areformed in front ofthe buiiding.

The anamorphic experience of mannerism
was realized architecturally for the first time
in the Baroque. The rigidity of perspective is
dissolved through movement. Displacements
away from the axis of view began because
ofthe realization that a facade or image
could be seen from relatively close up or at
a sharp angle. In other words, it became ap-
parent that axial and frontal view was not
the only one possible and that other per-
spectives and qualities had to be considered.
Of course, these first movement phenomena
were realized within the perspectival world
view. It has therefore been known for a long
time that facades could create zones, namely
dense zones of information, through the use
of relief-like and sculptural elements. Facades
can be seen as pictorial or sculptural. Fur-
thermore, structural transformations or in-
versions are decisive when it comes to ambi-
guities. A glove is turned inside out, but the
elements remain the same: topologically, it
is a unit. The arcades in Bologna, for ex-
ample, were developed through inversion.
They developed out ofthe crossing and bend-
ing passages ofthe many cloisters there.
These interior atriums were inverted out-
ward, producing the arcade System that dis-
tinguishes Bologna today. This inverted fold-
ing process from inside to outside and its
systemization into an urban communication
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